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APPENDIX-1 

 

Semi-structured interview schedule for the Head of the pre-primary school 

Institutions 

• Description of the tool: 

This tool is prepared for the head of the Pre-primary schools. 

The present tool is a semi-structured interview schedule and it has been divided into three 

section and under each section sub dimensions has been mentioned in order to cover all 

the aspects. 

 

Section A: School Leadership 

Dimensions: 

1. School Administration 

a. Vision 

b. Organizational structure 

c. Supervision 

d. Finance   

e. Salary 

f. Fee Structure 

2. School Management 
 

a. SMC 

b. PTA 

c. Holiday 

d. working days 
 

3. Admission Process 
 

4. Teachers Recruitment 

a. advertise 

b. selection 

c. committee 
 
 

      Section B: Curricular Process 

• Dimensions  

1. Evaluation and 

assessment 

2. co-curricular activities  

3. Curricular activities 

4. Pedagogy 
 

           Section C: School Environment 

 

• Dimensions: 
 

1. Infrastructure 

2. Learning 

environment 

3. Teacher-child 

Relationship 

4. Teacher-parents 

Relationship
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Section A: School Leadership 

➢ School Administration 
 

10. What inspired you to establish this institution? When did the institution establish? 

What is the main vision of your institution? Are you satisfied with your present 

mission? 

11. Did you follow any prescribed guidelines before setting up the school? 
 

12. Is this institution recognized by any legal authority?  What is the regulation act?  

Please give the details? 

13. Does the institution follow any kind of Supervision Procedure? If yes please give 

the details? 

14. What is the source of financial assistance of your institution? Please give details? 

15. Who decides the salary structure for the faculties? What is the basis for fixing the 

Salary? 

16. What is the fee Structure of students? Is there any compensation for students in 

need? If yes please give the details. 

17. Do you have previous experience for leading Pre-primary school institution?  

 

➢ School Management  
 

18. Do you have School management committee (SMC)? What are the Major 

functions of SMC? Please mention in details about the members of SMC. 

19. Do you have Parent’s Teacher Association (PTA)? If yes, how often Parents 

Teachers Meet (PTM) occurs? What is the role of PTA in school management? 

20. Do you receive complaints from Parents? What kind of complain usually comes? 

What kind of strategies do you follow to solve the matters?  

21. Do you organize staff meeting? How often it occurs? What is the main purpose of 

organizing such meetings? 

22. How do your extent student’s health support when emergency occurs? 

23. Does your school provide any kind of food during school hour? If yes, what kind 

of food is provided? 
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➢ Admission Process 
 

24. What are the admission criteria/ procedure for the pre-primary classes in your 

School? 

25. Does the student or Parents have to appear interview in order to get admission in 

Pre-Primary classes? 

26. What is the rate of student’s enrolment in pre-primary classes in your school? Is it 

increasing or decreasing since establishment? 

27. Does your school provide admission for children with special need? If admitted, 

what strategies follows for educating those children? 

 

➢ Recruitment  

28. What are the main criteria for recruiting the teachers in your institution?   

29. Are the teachers trained? If yes, what kind of training they have received? 

30. Do you have separate committee for teachers or staff recruitment?  If yes, how the 

committee has been formed? Who are the members of recruitment committee? 

Please describe. 

31. Do you have special educator in your institution? 

32. Do you allow teachers for in-service teacher-training program? If yes, how? 

Section-B Curriculum Process 

➢ Curricular activity 

33. Do you have any prescribed curriculum? If so? Who is the authority to prescribe 

the curriculum? What are the main objectives/ areas that are taken into 

consideration while preparing curriculum? Please give in details? 

34. Does the curriculums are revised? What is the procedure for revising the 

curriculum? Do you have freedom to revise the curriculum according to the 

needs? Please mention in details?  

35. What are the curricular activities provided in the curriculum? Could you provide 

me a copy of your Curriculum? 

36. How do you transact/implement the curriculum? What are the activities usually 

conduct for the students? Please name the mental and physical activities? 
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37. Whether home work is provided for the students? If yes, what kind homework’s 

are provided? How often homework’s are provided?  

38. What do you think what are the best methods to deal with the students? Please 

mention in details. 

 

➢ Co-curricular activity 

 

39. What are the co-curricular activities provided for the students? Do you provide 

same co-curricular activities for all the grades? If not please mention in details. 

40. Do you allow children to play in their own choice or you instruct them? How do 

you instruct the children? 

41. Do you have any physical instructor in your school? If not, who give the 

instruction for outdoor activities?  

42. Do you conduct annual games and sports events for the students? Do the children 

participate? How do you prepare them to participate in those events? 

43. Do you have any cultural activities in your school curriculum? If yes, how and 

when those activities are conducted? 
 

 

➢ Evaluation& Assessment 
 

44. Do you have any evaluation system for assessing the students’ performance? If 

yes, what kind of evaluation system do you follow? Please describe about the 

patterns and types of tests. 

45. How do you provide the progress report to the students? Do you provide marks or 

any other form? Please mention the details. 

46. Do you evaluate homework performance? What are the criteria for evaluating 

those tasks? 
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Section C: School Environment 

➢ Infrastructure facility 

 

47. Are you satisfied with the infrastructures that you have in your school? If not, 

how are you planning for the future? 
 

➢ Learning environment   

48. What way you maintain classroom as well as school discipline? Please describe. 

49. Do you feel that your school atmosphere is Children friendly? If yes, how? 

50. Does the teacher complain about the students learning? If so, how do you tackle 

those issues? 

51. Do you visit to the classrooms in order to observe students’ activity? How often? 

Do you talk with the children individually? How often? 

52. What are the major challenges you have faced in managing your school? What 

would be your suggestive measure for the improvement of preschool programme 

in your institution? 

53. Would like to suggest some measures for betterment of pre-primary education in 

our state? 
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Appendix-2 

An open-ended questionnaire for the Teachers 

 

Respected Sir/ Madam, 

                    This survey is conducted for a PhD Research study on the topic Pre-primary 

Education in Assam: An Exploratory study.  For this the Researcher has prepared some 

questionnaire for the purpose of the study and collecting data on present topic.  The 

questionnaire includes certain open ended as well as close ended questions.   

Please read each statement and put (√) tick mark on the appropriate response and provide 

your opinion. I appreciate the valuable time and effort that you put in to fill up the 

questionnaire. All the information provided by you will be kept strictly confidential and 

will be used only for the study purpose. 

সন্মানীয়, মহ াদয়/ মহ াদয়া, 

এই জৰীপটি এক গহেষনাৰ উহেহযে প্তুত কৰৰ উৰিওো হ হে। গহেষনাৰ ৰিষয়টি হ হে “Pre-primary Education 

in Assam: An Exploratory study” গহেষনাহিা সটিকভাহে আগুোই ৰনয়াৰ িাহি ৰকেু তথ্য়ৰ প্ৰহয়াজন আৰু 

সসই মহম ে এক প্ৰশ্নােিীৰ প্তুত কৰৰ উৰিওো হ হে। 

প্ৰশ্নােিী খনত ৰকচু সত্ংখেক মুক্ত  আৰু ৰকেু সত্ংখেক িন্ধ প্ৰশ্নৰ অন্তভভ েক্ত কৰা হ হে। অনুগ্ৰ   কৰৰ  এিাৰ  প্ৰশ্নসমভ  

মহনাহ াহগহৰ অধ্েয়ন কৰক  আৰু সৰথ্ক  স ন অনুভে স াো প্তৰতক্ৰিয়াত (√ ) ৰচহ্ন প্তদান কৰক ; 

আপুৰন প্তদান কৰা তথ্ে সমভ  সকেি মাত্ৰ গহেষনাৰ উহেহযে িেে াৰ কৰা  ি আৰু এই সেত্ৰত সম্পভন েৰুহপ 

সগাপনীয়তা অেিম্বন কৰা  ি।  

আহপানাৰ স াৰৰ আৰু িহুমভিীয়া সময় প্ৰদান কৰাৰ িাহি অহযষ ধ্নেিাদ থ্াৰকি। 

• Answer can be given in any of the following languages  

 

 

1. School Name ( বিদ্য়ালয়ৰ  নাম) 

………………………………………………………….. 
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2. Gender (বলিংগ): (পুৰুষ) Male                  ( মৰ িা )  Female    
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3. Work Experience (কম ে অৰভজ্ঞতা ) :    0-5 years                       5-10 years                  

 

 Above 10 years  

 
 

4. Educational Qualification ( বিক্ষাগত অৰ্হতা)::    
 

…………………………………………………… 
 
 

5. Other qualification (if any) (অনানয  অৰ্হতা, যবদ্ আছে)  

 

       …………………………………………………………… 

      

1. Do you have any previous experience as pre-Primary school teacher?  Yes/No 

 ( প্ৰাক-প্ৰাথ্তৰমক  ৰিদোিয়ৰ  ৰযেক / ৰযেৰয়ত্ৰী ৰ চাহপ আহপানাৰ পভি ে অৰভজ্ঞতা আহেহন?)    আহে/ নাই 

If Yes, please mention about it ( ৰদ আহে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ  উহেখ কৰক ) 

……………………………………………………….……………………………………

…………………………………………………. 

 

2. Do you think that you need special training to handle the pre-primary school 

children?                           Yes/No  

( কণ কণ ৰযশুসকিক ৰনয়ন্ত্ৰন কৰৰিৰ িাহি আপুৰন ৰিহযষ  প্ৰৰযেণৰ প্ৰহয়াজনীয়তা অনুভে কহৰ সনৰক? )  

কহৰ / নকহৰ 

 

3. How is the recruitment procedure of this institution?  

a. Viva-voce Interview         (  ) 

b. Interview with demo class      (  ) 

c. written examination        (  ) 
 

d. Any other form Please mention………………………………………… 
 

       ৰিদোিয় প্তৰতস্থান খতনত  ৰনহয়াগ প্ৰক্ৰিয়া সকহনধ্ৰনৰ ? 

ক) সমৌৰখক সাোতকাৰ   (  ) 

খ) প্ৰদয েনী পািদান                             (  ) 
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গ) ৰিৰখত পৰীো                (  ) 

ঘ) অনানে……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

4. Are you satisfied with your salary                   Yes/ No 

আপুৰন আহপানাৰ মাৰ ৰি আয়ক হি সন্তুষ্ট সন ?        য় / ন য় 

 

5. Why do you have chosen this occupation? Please mention (আপুৰন ৰকয় এই িৃৰি ৰনি োচন কৰৰ 

িহি? অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক   …………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

6. What is the medium of instruction of your school?  (ৰিদোিয়ৰ ৰযোদানৰ মাধ্েম ৰক? 

a. English         (  ) 

ই্ংৰাজী                      (  ) 

b. Assamese               (  ) 

অসমীয়া           (  ) 

c. Both English and Assamese         (  ) 

  ই্ংৰাজী  আৰু অসমীয়া উভহয়                       (  )  

d. Any other please mention (অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)   

…………………………………………….. 

 

7. Do you follow any official guidelines to teach the students? if yes please mention 

about it  

ৰিদোিয়ত ৰযোদানৰ িাহি সকাহনা চৰকাৰী ৰনয়মায়ৰি মাৰন চহি সনৰক?  ৰদ মাৰন চিা  য়, ৰনয়মায়ৰিখতনৰ 

ৰিষহয় িাখো কৰক 

.………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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8. What methods/strategy do you follow for the students?  

(ৰযোদানৰ িাহি ৰক পদ্ধৰত অিিম্বন  কৰা  য় ? 

a. Play Way          (  ) 

ক)  সখি সধ্মাৰি 

b. Story telling       

খ) গল্পৰ মাধ্েহম        (  ) 

c. Demonstration         (  ) 

গ) প্ৰদয েনী পািদান                             

d. Other please mention  

অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক   

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

9. What is the main curricular activity do you follow for the students? Please name 

them. 

ৰযশুসকিৰ পািতপুৰথ্ত সকহনধ্ৰনৰ  পািিৰমক কা ােিীৰ অন্তভুক্ত কৰা হ হে? 

a. Play-way        (  ) 

      সখি সধ্মাৰি      (   ) 

b. Story telling            (  ) 

      গল্পৰ মাধ্েহম       (  ) 

c. Demonstration        (  )     

প্ৰদয েনী পািদান                    (  )                     

d. Art & craft   

 কিা সকৌযিীক           (  ) 

e. Using of audio-Visual aids     (  ) 

 দৃযে শ্ৰিে সজৰুিৰ দ্বাৰা      (  ) 
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f. Any other: --------------------------------- 

 

10. How do you provide home-work for the students?  

ৰযশুসকিৰ িাহি গৃ  কা ে ৰকদহৰ প্ৰদান কৰা  য়? 

a. Regularly            (  )     

        ৰনয়ৰমতভাহে         (    ) 

b. Once in a week          (   ) 

সপ্তা ত এিাৰ   (     ) 

c. Once in a month         (   ) 

মাহ কত এিাৰ    (      ) 

d. Never given                (   ) 

সকৰতয়াও প্ৰদান কৰা ন য়    (     ) 

e. Any other Specify 

অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)  ……………………………………………………….. 

 

11. Do you teach 3R’s to the students? If yes, please mention about it. 

ৰযশুসকিক ৰিখা পতঢ়া আৰু গননাৰ ৰযো প্ৰদান কৰা  য় সন? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………… 

If no, what is reason behind it? Please mention.  ৰদ ন য়, অনুগ্ৰ  কৰৰ কাৰনহিা উহেখ 

কৰক 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

12. What are the co-curricular activities provided for the students? 

ৰযশুসকিৰ িাহি সকহন+ধ্ৰনৰ স  পািতিৰমক কা েেিীৰ প্ৰদান কৰা হ হে? 

 

a. Toy’s making  (  ) 
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পুতিা ৰনম োন  

b. Outdoor games (  ) 

িাৰ েক সখি 

c. Indoor games   (  ) 

আভেন্তৰৰন সখি 

d. Dance   (  ) 

নৃতে 

e. Any other please specify (অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)    

……………………………………………………… 

 

13. Do you provide the same co-curricular activities for all the grades?     Yes/ No 

If, no please specify the recommended activities 

(সকহিা সশ্ৰনীৰ ৰযোথ্ীৰ িাহি এহক ধ্ৰনৰ স  পািতিৰমক কা েেিীৰ প্ৰদান কৰা হ হেহন? 

 ৰদ স াো নাই, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ কা েেিীৰ  সমভ ৰ ৰিষহয় উহেখ  কৰক) 

..........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................... 
 

 

14. Do you have any physical instructor in your school for any kind of outdoor activity   

Yes/No 

         আপুনাৰ ৰিদোিয়ত যাৰৰৰীক ৰযোৰ প্ৰৰযেক আহেহন?    আহে/ নাই 

 

15. Do you celebrate annual games and sports events in your school?      

Yes/No 

ৰিদোিয়ত িাৰষ েক সখি সধ্মাৰিৰ ৰদেস উ  াপন কৰা  য় সন?                         য়/ ন য় 

 

16. Which of the following evaluation technique do you follow in your school? Please 

put tick mark….   

তিত উহেখ কৰা সকহনধ্ৰনৰ মভিো্ংকন পদ্বৰত অেিম্বন কৰা  য়? 
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a. Formative Evaluation  (  ) 

ৰনয়মীয়া মভিো্ংকন   (    ) 

b. Summative Evaluation  (   ) 

সামভৰ ক মভিো্ংকন   (   ) 

c. Observation and child’s behavior and responses during the various play 

activities   

ৰিৰভন্ন কম েৰ মাহজৰদ  ৰযশুসকিৰ প্ৰৰতক্ৰিয়া আৰু েেে াৰ অেহিাকনৰ দ্বাৰা 

d. Observation of child’s work throughout the year 

এহকিহগ ৰযশু সকিৰ িাৰষ েক কা োেিীৰ  ৰনৰৰেনৰ দ্বাৰা 

e. Any other (অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)    

------------------------------------------------ 

 
 

17. How do you provide the progress report to the students? 

ৰযশুসকিৰ উন্নয়ন পত্ৰ ৰকদহৰ প্ৰদান কৰা  য়? 

a. Marks    (  ) 

নম্বৰ 

b. Grades       (  ) 

সশ্ৰনী 

 

c. Any Other form 

 অনানে,  

………………………………………… 

 
 

18. How many tests are conducted in a year? 

মাহ কত সকইতা পৰীো সিাো  য়  ? 

 

a. Once in a year   (  ) 

মাহ কত এিাৰ 

b. twice in a year   (  ) 

িেৰত এিাৰ     (   ) 
 

c. No test     (  ) 

সকাহনাধ্ৰনৰ পৰীো সিাো ন য় 
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d. Any other please specify (অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)    

…………………………………………………………. 

 

b.   Classroom Management  
 
 

19. In what way do you maintain discipline in the classroom? please specify- 

 সশ্ৰনী কেৰ অনুযাসন আপুৰন ৰকদহৰ িজাই ৰাহখ?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

20. Do you get angry with the students?       Yes/ NO 

ৰযশু সকিৰ ওপৰত আপুৰন ৰিৰক্ৰক্ত অনুভে কহৰহন?                            কহৰ/ নকহৰ 

If yes, what technique do you follow to tackle the situation……… 

         দ  য়,   

a. Give punishment to the students   (  ) 

যাক্ৰি প্তদানৰ দ্বাৰা 

b. Engage them with some activity   (  ) 

সকাহনা কা েেত ৰনহয়াগ কৰৰ 
 

c. Give them extra work    (  ) 

উপৰুো কম প্ৰদানৰ দ্বাৰা 

d. Any other technique, Please specify- (অনানে, অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ উহেখ কৰক)    
 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

21. Do you give any individual attention to the students?   Yes/ No 

আপুৰন ৰযশুসকিক িেক্ৰক্তগতভাহে মহনাহ াগ প্ৰদান কহৰহন? 

If yes, please specify the techniques- 

 ৰদ  য়, সকহনধ্ৰনৰ সকৌযি অেিম্বন কহৰ উহেখ কৰক 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. What measures do you use when you found students learning difficulty?  

ৰযোথ্ীৰ ৰযেনত জৰতিতা আতৰািৰ কাৰহন ৰক পদ্ধৰত অেিম্বন কৰা  য় ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………… 

23. Do you have any contact with the parents of the students?    Yes/ No 

অৰভভােক সকিৰ হসহত আপুনাৰ স াগাহ াগ আহেহন?  ৰদ আহে, ৰকমান ৰদনৰ েেেধ্ানত স াগাহ াগ কৰা 

 য়?          

 আহে/ নাই 

If yes, how often do you contact to the parents? 

 ৰদ আহে, ৰকমান সঘনাই স াগাহ াগ কৰা  য় ? 

 

a. Once in a month                 (  ) 

মাহ কত এিাৰ 

b. some time      (  ) 

সকৰতয়ািা  
 

c. In PTM      (  ) 

ৰযেক অৰভভােক সতভাত 

d. Any other………………………………………. 

 

24. Do you discuss with the parents regarding student’s progress?  Yes/ No 

   ৰযশুসকিৰ উন্নৰতৰ সম্পতহক অৰভভােক সকিৰ হসহত আহিাচনা কহৰহন? 

 

25. Do you receive any complain from the parents? If so, what kind of problems usually 

comes?  

অৰভভােকৰ পৰা অৰভহ াগ আহ হন?  ৰদ আহ  সচৰাচৰ সকহনধ্ৰনৰ অৰভহ াগ সপাো  য়? 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………… 

26. What measures do you use to tackle such complaints? 

আপুৰন এই অৰভহ াগ সমভ  মীমা্ংসাৰ িাহি সকহনধ্ৰনৰ সকৌযি অেিম্বন কহৰ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

27. What are the main obstacles do you have so far in preschool Education? 

প্ৰাক- প্ৰাথ্তৰমক ৰযোৰ সেত্ৰত আহপাৰন িতমান সময় হিহক সকহনধ্ৰনৰ সমসোৰ সনু্মখীন হ হে? অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ 

উহেখ কৰক 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

28. Please suggest some remedial measures for betterment of Pre-primary school 

Education system. 

 অনুগ্ত  কৰৰ প্ৰাথ্তৰমক ৰযোৰ উন্নৰতৰ িাহি সকইিামান উপায়/ সকৌশ্ল উহেখ কৰক 

 

a.   Administration  

প্তযাসৰনক 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

b. Human Resources   

মানে সম্পদ  

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

c. Classroom management 

সশ্ৰনীহকািাৰ পৰৰচািনা 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

d. Infrastructure  

আচিাি 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

e. Any other 

                অনানে,…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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  Appendix-3 

           Semi structured interview schedule for the parents 

 

• Description of the Tool: 

This tool is prepared for the parents of the Pre-primary school students. 

The present tool is a semi-structured interview schedule and it has been divided into 

different dimensions in order to cover all the aspects. 

➢ Dimensions 

 
 

1. Administrative-problem  

              Admission 

              School Management  

  PTA 

  Teacher parent’s relationship 
 

2. Curricular process 

Curricular Activity 

Co-curricular activity 

Evaluation& assessment process 

Pedagogy 

3. Infrastructural problem 
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➢ Administrative problem 

 
 

1. Have you faced any kind of problem while admitting your child in the school? 

If so, what kind of problem have you faced? Please mention in details. 
 

2. Do you find any problem with the fee expenditure?  What is your opinion 

regarding the school expenditure? Is it worth? Please explain. 
 

3. Are you satisfied with School administration?  Is there PTA in the school? Do 

you take part in the PTA? Are the school administration listen to your 

problems? 

 
 

4.  Do you attend PTM? Are you satisfied with the PTM?  If not, what kind of 

problem do you face in PTM? Are you satisfied with the decisions taken by 

SMC?  Please mention in details? 

5.  Have you faced any problem with the school timing? If so, what should be the 

actual timing for the preschool students? Please explain. 

6. Have you received any kind of complain about your child? What kind of 

complain have you received? Do you find any difficulty in the school to deal 

with the problems of your child? Please give in details. 

 

7.   Do you discuss with the teachers regarding your children progress? Are you 

satisfied with the teachers approach? If not, what kind of problems have you 

faced? Would you like to suggest any remedy for that? 

 

8.  Are you satisfied with the teacher student’s ratio? What should be the student 

teacher ratio according to you? 

9. How do you send your child to the school? Is there any vehicle facility 

provided by the school? Do you face problem with the transportation facility? 

Please mention. 

 

10. Are you satisfied with the present condition of school building? What are the 

things need to be improved regarding school building? 

11. Are you happy with the playground provided for the children for outdoor 

activity? Do you have any problem related to your child in the outdoor 

activities? Please mention in details. 
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12.  Are you satisfied with the sanitation facilities available in the school provided 

for children during school hours? Are there separate toilets for boys and girls 

in the school? Are you satisfied with care-takers work?  If not, please specify 

the nature of problems?  

 

13. Do you provide tiffin for your children? If not, does the school provide? If so, 

do you have any problem provided by the school? What kind of food is being 

provided? Is there drinking water facility in the school? Do you find any 

difficulty regarding the food and water facility? 

14. Have you faced any problem with the health care facility in emergency time 

for your children in the school? What kind of problem occurs regarding the 

health facility of the school? 

15. Do you find any difficulty regarding the overall discipline of the school? What 

kind of discipline need to be maintained according to you? 
 

 

➢ Curricular Process 

16. Do you feel that the curriculum provided for your child is overburden? What 

kind of curriculum do you expect for your child? 
 

17. Do you find any difficulty with medium of instruction in the school? What 

should be the medium of instruction for pre-primary school learner according 

to you? 

 
 

18. Weather home work is provided for the child? If so, what kind of homework is 

provided? Do you feel that the homework’s provided by the schools are 

difficult as per the level of your child? Do you help your child to complete the 

home-works or let him/her do by themselves?  What kind of homework do 

you expect? Please describe. 

 

19. Are you satisfied with the activities provided to your child? If not, what kind 

of curricular activities do you expect? 

20. Do you feel the school bag carrying by your child is over weight? What should 

be the size of school bag for your child? 
 

21. Does your child participate in different co-curricular activities? Do you face 

any problem in this regard? If yes, please specify. 
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22. Do you aware about the co-curricular activities provided by the school? What 

kind of co-curricular activities do you expect for the pre-primary school 

children? 

 
 

23.  Do your child participate in different activity during school annual week do 

you face any kind of problem in this regard, if yes please specify the problems. 

 

➢ Evaluation and assessment 

 

24. Are you satisfied with evaluation system is practiced by the schools to 

assessing the students’ performance?  If not, please specify the problem you 

faced in the evaluation system? What technique of the evaluation do you 

expect for your child? (e.g., problems related to mode of transaction, duration, 

frequency, Grading etc.) 

 

➢ Infrastructural problem  

 

25. Are you satisfied with the infrastructure facilities or resources that provided 

for your children in the school? If not, please specify kind of problems do you 

face related to the infrastructure? What kind of infrastructure facilities do you 

expect from the school for holistic development of your children? 

 

26. Do you feel worried for the Pre-primary education imparted to your child? If 

so, what are the main aspects that makes you worried? Please describe about 

it. 

 

27. Are you satisfied with the overall activities of the school? If not, what are the 

aspect where improvement is needed?  Do you want to suggest some remedial 

measures for improving pre-primary school education system in Assam?  
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Appendix-4 Permission letter for data collection 
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